Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cardiovascular diseases are currently the most common cause of death worldwide^[@CR1]^. Due to the simplicity of the method, its noninvasive character, and the cost effective nature of the procedure, electrocardiography is still the most available and widely used method for the examination of the heart's electrical activity^[@CR2]^. An electrocardiogram (ECG) reflects the electrical activity of the heart and provides a significant amount of information about heart function, which is required for the correct diagnoses of various diseases. An automatic analysis of an ECG is a fundamental task in cardiac monitoring, particularly in the case of long-term monitoring, where large amounts of data are recorded^[@CR3]^. Manual evaluation of such data is extremely time-consuming. Therefore, there is a significant effort to improve conventional methods and to develop new, accurate, and robust methods for processing and analyzing electrocardiographic records.

Automatic detection of the QRS complex, P wave, and T wave, represents one of the most important steps towards identification of pathology in an ECG^[@CR4]^. The correct detection of these ECG components is crucial for accurate diagnoses. Detection of the P wave is the most complicated part of the process, and it remains challenging. The reasons for this are: (a) P waves have a low voltage, resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); (b) P waves have no exclusive time and frequency characteristics; (c) P waves have high interpatient variability; (d) in the case of atrioventricular (AV) dissociations, P waves do not respect normal time ordering of an ECG sequence (P wave can be missing, redundant, or even hidden within the QRS complex or T wave); (e) in the case of tachycardia, P waves can be hidden within T waves^[@CR3]^.

Currently, a large range of commercial software solutions are used for automatic analysis of long-term ECG^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^ in practice; however, none of them can reliably evaluate ECG records. It is still necessary to have records reviewed by a trained ECG expert or a cardiologist^[@CR10]^. These software solutions generally offer the following features: detection of ventricular and supraventricular premature beats (also called 'premature ventricular contraction' (PVC)), evaluation of heart rate variability in the time and frequency domain, pacemaker analysis, analysis of atrial fibrillation in the time and frequency domains, analysis of the ST segment, measurement of the QT interval, detection of R wave within T wave, and detection of first-degree AV block^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^. However, none of these can automatically detect pathologies as the identification is based on a correct detection of P waves, which do not respect normal time ordering. The correct detection of P waves in these situations is necessary for diagnosis of pathologies, such as second- and third-degree AV block, as well as some types of supraventricular tachycardia with AV dissociations^[@CR2]^.

This paper introduces a new method for P wave detection, which is able to detect P wave during second-degree AV block (AVB II), as well as signals containing ventricular extrasystoles. Second-degree AV block is a heart disease that arises when the conduction of atrial impulses through the AV node is blocked. This means that only the atrial contraction is present, but the contraction of ventricles is not. In ECG signals, not all P waves are followed by a QRS complex. Ventricular extrasystoles originate in the ventricles and occur earlier than normal sinus beats. These extrasystoles are generally associated with a wide QRS complex, a full compensatory pause, and an absence of the P wave^[@CR10]^. Patients can be asymptomatic or can experience syncope or palpitations. Both pathologies are associated with an increased risk of mortality^[@CR11]^.

For both of the previously described pathologies, it is typical that the ECG includes P waves that do not respect normal time ordering of the ECG sequence P-QRS (in the second-degree AV block, some P waves are not followed by a QRS complex, and in ventricular extrasystoles, P waves are missing)^[@CR2]^. This is a significant problem for commonly used algorithms, because they generally rely on the relationship between the P wave and the QRS complex (the P wave is followed by the QRS complex), which is the case for a normal cardiac rhythm. The first step in these common methods is to search for the P wave in a localized area outside (before) the QRS-T. This area is demarcated with respect to RR interval and QRS complex fiducial points (onset and offset). Once the area has been defined, the maximum of P wave is generally detected directly, e.g., by adaptive threshold estimation^[@CR12],[@CR13]^, using wavelet transform (WT)^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^, through extraction of P wave template and the application of correlation^[@CR17]^, Kalman filtering^[@CR18]^, moving average^[@CR13]^, support vector machine^[@CR19],[@CR20]^, Prony's method^[@CR21]^, the hidden Markov models^[@CR22]^, a neural network^[@CR23]^, phasor transform (PT)^[@CR24],[@CR25]^, dynamic programing^[@CR26]^, or combination of several detection algorithms^[@CR27]^. These approaches deliver good results only in the cases of ECGs with normal cardiac rhythm, but these approaches were not tested on pathological records.

Only a small number of algorithms were tested on signals with pathologies, namely, second-degree AV block, nodal rhythm (NOD), and various types of ventricular abnormalities^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. However, they do not provide good results (e.g., for PVC, the algorithm^[@CR3]^ achieved sensitivity (Se) = 70.37% and positive predictivity (PP) = 59.41%, and the algorithm^[@CR4]^ achieved Se = 76.14% and PP = 55.87%; in the case of AV block, the algorithm^[@CR3]^ achieved Se = 72.79% and PP = 99.51%, while the algorithm^[@CR4]^ achieved Se = 49.76% and PP = 99.76%).

For testing an algorithm, physiological as well as pathological ECG records are needed. The P wave positions were manually annotated by experts. None of the existing publicly available ECG databases met these requirements. QT database (QTDB), is annotated in terms of P wave;^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ however, QTDB contains only physiological records and the annotations are not publicly available. Elgendi et al^[@CR30]^. published annotations of the whole MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (MITDB). The ECG experts^[@CR31]^ carefully checked the annotations and found out that they contain many mistakes. Thus, the annotations are neither used in this study as a reference nor can be recommended to other authors (e.g. some P waves are not marked although they are present, some P waves are marked although they are not present and some parts of signals have no annotations). Therefore, the ECG experts^[@CR31]^ manually annotated 12 signals from the MITDB^[@CR32],[@CR33]^. These annotations had been published previously on Physionet^[@CR34]^.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

As the basis for P wave detection, the phasor transform^[@CR24]^ is used. Additionally, detection of PVC and several novel decision rules are used to even more accurately detect a P wave, primarily in pathological cases. These rules are based on knowledge of heart manifestations during both physiological and pathological heart functions. Morphological features are derived from each QRS complex for use during detection of PVC (e.g., amplitude, width, area under the curve, and differences between actual and previous QRS complexes). The entire algorithm consists of eight parts: filtration, QRS complex detection, T wave detection, feature extraction, classification, application of decision rules (decision whether the P wave can be expected and what particular type it is, i.e., normal or dissociated), demarcation of a segment for P wave searching, and P wave detection. The whole process is demonstrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Each of the blocks are thoroughly described in the sections that follow.Figure 1The overall process of P wave detection (filtration of ECG signal, QRS complex detection, T wave detection, classification of heartbeats (PVC/other), application of decision rules (decision whether the P wave can occur or not), and finally, P wave detection).

Phasor transform {#Sec3}
----------------

In 2010, Martinéz *et al*. published an original paper on the automatic delineation of ECG fiducial points (P wave onset, peak and offset, QRS onset and offset, and T wave peak and offset) using phasor transform^[@CR24]^. PT enhances variations of the signals (in this case, P wave, T wave, and QRS complex), thereby making the detection of these components easier. The PT transforms each sample of the original ECG signal, *x*(*n*), into a phasor signal, *y*(*n*), where *n* is discrete time. The real part of the signal is a constant value *R*~*V*~, which is set by the user, and the imaginary part of the phasor signal is the original value of the actual sample *x*(*n*). The phasor *y*(*n*)can be defined for each sample as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the phasor, magnitude *M*(*n*) and phase *φ*(*n*) are calculated according to equations ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). These two signals can be computed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Phase *φ*(*n*) is mainly used for P wave detection. This signal is normalized to the interval \<0, π/2\>. Magnitude *M*(*n*) is used as one additional criteria. The efficiency of the enhancement of the ECG components can be controlled by setting *R*~*V*~. The value of *R*~*V*~ is always within the interval \<0, 1\>. If the *R*~*V*~ is low, phase differences are higher, and thus, changes in signal are highlighted. The values of *R*~*V*~ were first set according to a previous study^[@CR24]^, then they were heuristically optimized.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a phase signal (b) obtained by the phasor transform of the original ECG signal (a). Figure [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} indicates in detail the area of interest for the phase signal, which is highlighted by a red rectangle in Fig. [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In the phase signal, *φ*(*n*), all ECG components are notably enhanced and thus easier to detect than in the original signal. The QRS complexes have the highest amplitude of all of the ECG components, even when the original ECG signal has a smaller amplitude of QRS complexes than T waves. This is because the altitude in the phase signal increases alongside an increasing frequency (QRS complex includes higher frequency components than T wave). However, P waves and T waves are significantly enhanced and are easily detectable in the phase signal.\\Figure 2An example of (**a**) an original ECG signal; (**b**) phase signal *φ*(*n*); (**c**) detail of the top part of the phase signal (illustrated by red box in (**b**)), the green line represents the threshold for QRS detection.

Testing database and newly published P wave annotations {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------

For testing a proposed algorithm, physiological as well as pathological ECG records, with P waves annotated by experts, were needed. However, records with pathology and manual annotations (provided by a human expert) are not publicly available or contain mistakes^[@CR30]^. Therefore, ECG experts manually annotated 12 signals from the MITDB. These annotations were published on Physionet^[@CR29],[@CR34]^, where they are freely available. This dataset represents roughly six hours of ECG. Signals identical to those chosen by the authors in^[@CR3]^ were selected in order to enable a comparison. The authors of^[@CR3]^ also manually annotated part of these signals but the annotations are not publicly available; further, they did not specify which parts of the signals were annotated. For the sake of completeness, there is also the QTDB, which is annotated in terms of P wave^[@CR28],[@CR29]^. However, only between 30 and 100 normal beats in each signal are annotated.

MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database {#Sec5}
---------------------------

The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database^[@CR32],[@CR33]^ is the most commonly used database for evaluation of QRS detectors, and it is the most cited database overall^[@CR35]^. The MITDB includes reference positions for QRS complexes. The database consists of 48 half-hour two-channel ECG records. The sampling frequency is 360 Hz. We used the first lead of each ECG record. In most records, the first lead is a modified limb lead II (MLII), obtained by placing the electrodes on the chest.

From this database, 12 physiological and pathological signals were selected, specifically, signals no. 100, 101, 103, 106, 117, 119, 122, 207, 214, 222, 223, and 231. Records no. 106, 119, 207, 214, 222, 223 and 231 were selected because they include a large number of different pathologies. Records no. 106, 119, 214, and 223 include PVCs (various types of ventricular arrhythmias - ventricular bigeminy (B), ventricular trigeminy (T), and idioventricular rhythm (IVR)). Records no. 214 and 222 include nodal rhythm (NOD) and 231 includes second degree AV block. Records no. 100, 101, 103, 117, and 122 do not include any pathologies (or only a few). Therefore, these signals are considered to represent physiological signals, and they were used to verify the performance of the algorithm in physiological conditions.

Two experts^[@CR31],[@CR34]^ performed the annotations of the 12 abovementioned signals: the first expert provided manual annotations, and the second checked them. Unclear parts of the records were checked by both experts until a consensus was reached. Everything was conducted manually without the use of automated software. To facilitate the work of ECG experts, the free software tool, SignalPlant^[@CR36]^, was used for manual marking of P waves.

The experts annotated only the P waves, which are clearly visible by eye and not hidden in the T waves or in the QRS complexes. The annotations are meant to be used as a reference for the testing of software designed to detect visible P waves. The saved position corresponds to the peaks of P waves (positive or negative P waves), or the middle of P waves (biphasic P waves).

QT database {#Sec6}
-----------

The QT database^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ is the most commonly used database for the evaluation of ECG delineation algorithms. The database includes 105 15-minute two-channel ECG records. The sampling frequency is 250 Hz. We used the first lead of each ECG record.

For all records and all beats, the automatically found reference positions of QRS complexes are available. For some beats, the QTDB also includes manual annotations of P wave peak, P wave onset, P wave offset, QRS complex onset, and QRS complex offset, as well as the position of the T wave peak and the T wave offset. All of these annotations are available for at least 30 beats per record in 79 out of the 105 recordings^[@CR28]^.

The performance of the algorithm for the P wave and the T wave detection was tested against the manually annotated part of the QTDB (which includes 3,622 beats).

Preprocessing {#Sec7}
-------------

For the detection of each important ECG component (QRS complex, P wave, and T wave), the original signal was first preprocessed. The preprocessing aspect concerns filtering redundant components out of the original ECG signal, and enhancement of the important components. Baseline wander and low frequency components were eliminated using a high-pass Lynn's filter with a recommended cut-off frequency of 0.67 Hz^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. For the detection of the QRS complex, a bandpass FIR filter with Hamming window with cut-off frequencies of 12 Hz and 19 Hz^[@CR39]^, was used for suppressing P waves and T waves. For detection of P waves and T waves, the ECG signal was smoothed by a median filter using a 40 ms sliding window.

QRS complex detection {#Sec8}
---------------------

To detect QRS complexes, the PT with *R*~*V*~* = *0.001 was applied to the preprocessed ECG signals. Then, the maxima (potential QRS complexes) was searched for in phase signal *φ*(*n*) using a sliding window with a length of 300 ms. This value was derived based on physiological limits of heart rate. The sliding window of 300 ms in length shifted the phase signal, and the maximum was searched for in each window. The beginning of the window corresponded to the position of the previously discovered maximum. Following this, two decision rules were applied to the discovered points to exactly specify the detection of the QRS complexes. The first rule checked whether the discovered maximum was higher than the adaptive threshold. The threshold was calculated (determined) by doubling the standard deflection of the phase signal in a sliding window with a length of 2 s. This value was established heuristically. If the maximum was higher than the adaptive threshold, then this maximum was marked as the QRS complex; if not, it was discarded. The second rule checked whether all of the QRS complexes had been detected. The length of two subsequent RR intervals -- current RR interval *RR*(*i*) and previous RR interval *RR*(*i*-1) -- were compared. If *RR*(*i*) ≥ 1.75 × *RR*(*i*-1), backward searching of the QRS complex was performed, because one QRS complex was likely missing within the *RR*(*i*) segment. In this case, a search was made for the maximum within the *RR*(*i*) segment in the magnitude signal *M*(*n*). The threshold was set at 0.3 × the altitude of the previously detected R wave.

Detection of premature ventricular contraction {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------

Detection of premature ventricular contraction is a very important step for demarcating an area where P waves can occur. The detection comprises two steps, feature extraction and heartbeat classification. The results of classification are used to decide whether the P wave should be searched for. The P wave is not searched for if the actual QRS complex is classified as PVC, because the P wave is not present.

The basic version of the classification algorithm was presented in previously published work^[@CR34]^. However, the result presented in that manuscript was only good for signals with PVC; the algorithm was not able to deal with signals that included other pathologies.

Feature extraction {#Sec10}
------------------

For classification purposes, six different morphological features were extracted from each QRS complex. These features are: a) the area under the curve (AUC) -- calculated in the segment of the original ECG demarcated from *R*(*i*)−50 ms to *R*(*i*)+50 ms, where *R*(*i*) is the position of the current R wave; b) the difference between AUC of the actual and the previous QRS complex; c) the length of *RR*(*i*); d) the length of *RR*(*i-*1); d) the difference between *RR*(*i*) and *RR*(*i-*1); e) the altitude of the actual QRS complex *U*~*QRS*~(*i*); f) the difference between the altitude of the actual and the previous QRS complex, *U*~*QRS*~(*i*)−*U*~*QRS*~(*i-*1). Some of these features were previously published in studies^[@CR34],[@CR40]^, where their usability was proven. All of these features can be computed in a simple manner, and they indicate significant differences between the normal heartbeats and PVC, as shown by the results of a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test (α = 0.05), followed by a Tukey-Kramer post hoc test^[@CR40]^. These features were further used as input in the classification algorithm, to distinguish between PVC and other beats.

Classification of heartbeats {#Sec11}
----------------------------

For differentiation between PVC and other beats, the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) method was used^[@CR40]^. The k-NN algorithm is one of the simplest, and most-used machine learning classification algorithms. The number of neighbors was selected as one (k = 1). The classification algorithm was trained using the entire MITDB, with the exception of the 12 records on which the testing was performed (signals no. 100, 101, 103, 106, 117, 119, 122, 207, 214, 222, 223, and 231). The results of the classification were used for deciding whether the P wave was searched for before the actual QRS complex or not. If the beat is considered to be a PVC, the P wave is not present, and thus, the P wave is not searched for in this beat. Accuracy for the classification of type of beat for the 12 signals was 94.35%, sensitivity was 91.2% and specificity was 93.6%.

T wave detection {#Sec12}
----------------

For T wave detection, the searched area was determined using the positions of the QRS complexes. After each QRS complex *R*(*i*), the area was demarcated from *R*(*i*) + 0.16 × *RR*(*i* + *1*) to *R*(*i*) + 0.57 × *RR*(*i* + *1*). In this area, the ECG signal was transformed using the PT with *R*~*V*~ = 0.1. The maximum of phase signal *φ*(*n*) within the demarcated segment was considered as the position of the T wave. Information about the T wave position was subsequently used for demarcating the area for P wave detection.

P wave detection {#Sec13}
----------------

For P wave detection, it is necessary to know the positions of the QRS complexes and the T waves. According to the position of the QRS complex *R*(*i*), the algorithm demarcates the segment from *R*(*i*)−0.7 × *RR*(*i*) to *R*(*i*)−0.07 × *RR*(*i*). In this segment, the PT with *R*~*V*~ = 0.05 was applied to the filtered signal (see section 2.2). In the demarcated P wave segment of phase signal *φ*(*n*), the maximum was searched for, and this was considered to be a potential P wave. An example of an original ECG signal and the phase signal for the detection of the P wave is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. It is clear that P waves (which are not clearly visible in the original signal, particularly in the third, fourth, and fifth heartbeat) in the phase signal are significantly enhanced and therefore, easily detectable.Figure 3The example of the phase signal (gray color) obtained from the original ECG signal (black color) after PT application. Phase signal is ready for P wave detection. The third, fourth, and the fifth P wave, which are not clearly visible in the original ECG signal, are notably enhanced and easily detectable in the phase signal. PT is provided only for the segments demarcated according to QRS complex positions.

The detection of P waves according to the positions of the QRS complexes was established, precisely, using several novel additional criteria (decision rules). These innovative rules are based on knowledge of heart manifestations during both physiological and pathological heart functions. The first attempt was to use a basic version of criteria (c) and (e) in the previously published method for P wave detection during second-degree AV block^[@CR25]^. These rules were improved, optimized, and combined with a classification algorithm. New rules, (a), (b), and (d) represent the most important innovations of the methods presented in this paper.**First**, according to the classification results, the algorithm can define whether the actual beat is normal or PVC. If the actual heartbeat is PVC, the position of the detected P wave is cancelled because the P wave is not present before PVC. If this situation occurs, the other criteria, (b), (c), (d), and (e) are skipped.**Second**, it is verified whether the detected P wave of an actual heartbeat is located after the T wave of the previous heartbeat. If this criterion is not met, it means that the T wave of the previous heartbeat was detected instead of the P wave. This means that the P wave is not present in the actual heartbeat, or it is hidden in the previous QRS complex or T wave. The position of the currently detected P wave (in fact, the T wave) is then deleted. If this condition is not met, criteria (c), (d), and (e) are skipped.The **third** criterion checks whether *RR*(*i*) \> 1.6 × *RR*(*i-*1). If this criterion is met, it means that the dissociated P wave can be present in the beat due to the presence of a second-degree AV block. If the criterion is met and the previous QRS complex is not PVC, the dissociated P wave is searched for. To localize the dissociated P wave position, which is the PT, the same settings are applied as if searching for the normal P wave (before the QRS complex). The settings are applied to the filtered ECG segment, which begins 200 ms after the previous T wave position and ends 300 ms before the position of the actual QRS complex. The maximum detected in this segment is considered to be a potential dissociated P wave.If the third criterion is met, the result may have occurred due to the presence of a supraventricular extrasystole. Therefore, the **fourth** condition checks whether *RR*(*i-*1) \< 0.85 × *RR*(*i-*2). If this condition is met, the algorithm assumes that the *RR*(*i*) is prolonged due to the presence of a supraventricular extrasystole, which is the beat *R*(*i-*1). This condition ensures no searching is done for the dissociated P wave because it is not present in the actual prolonged RR interval.The **fifth** criterion examines the voltage of the detected P wave, *U*~*P*~(*i*) \> 0.1 × *U*~*QRS*~(*i*). If this criterion is met, the potential P wave is now considered to be a real P wave. If it is not met, the position of such a P wave is deleted. This is applied for all types of P waves.

To unify the marking of P wave positions, the peak of the P wave was chosen and searched as the maximum in the original ECG signal segment, which begins 20 ms before and ends 20 ms after the maximum detected in the phase signal *φ*(*n*). All numerical values were determined according to heart physiology and subsequently empirically adjusted.

Figures [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} present examples of P wave detection during pathology, using the afore- mentioned criteria. In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, detection of P waves is shown in the signal with second-degree AV block. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the detection of P waves in a signal with PVC. Details are described in the title of each Fig.Figure 4An example of the P wave detection procedure and the application of decision rules in the case of ECG signal with second-degree AV block. In the first stage (left image), three P waves (before QRS complexes) are found. In the second stage, the fourth P wave is detected as a result of the decision rules. Specifically, (a) *R*(*i*) is not PVC; (b) P wave follows T wave; (c) *RR*(*i*) is longer than 1.6 × *RR*(*i-*1). This means that additional searching for the P wave within the area from *T*(*i*)-200 ms to *R*(*i*)-300 ms is provided and a new P wave is found (the QRS complex following this beat was blocked due to the second-degree AV block; (d) *RR*(*i*-1) is not shorter than 0.85 × *RR*(*i*-2); (e) *U*~*P*~(*i*) is higher than 0.1 × *U*~*R*~(*i*).Figure 5An example of the P wave detection procedure and the application of decision rules in the case of an ECG signal with PVC. In the first stage (left image), four P waves (before QRS complexes) are found. In the second stage, the third P wave is deleted due to the first decision rule; the third beat (*R*(*i*)) is PVC, which means that the P wave detected during the basic P wave detection *R*(*i*) is deleted. The remaining criteria (marked with x) were not checked further.

Results and Discussion {#Sec14}
======================

The most important part of this work is the significant progress presented in the area of P wave detection in pathological records. To support this statement, pathological signals no. 106, 119, 207, 214, 222, 223, and 231 from the MITDB were used. To validate that the algorithm was accurate in signals with a physiological rhythm, records no. 100, 101, 103, 117, and 122 were used. The algorithm was able to detect all possible types of P waves (positive, negative and biphasic).

For comparison, formerly published algorithms^[@CR16],[@CR25]^, were tested on the same physiological and also pathological signals from MITDB. The algorithm^[@CR25]^ is a previous version of the proposed algorithm, in which only PT and searching for P wave in demarcated area before QRS complex are used. The method described in^[@CR16]^ utilizes continuous WT (wavelet bior1.5, scale 41) and searching for P wave in the area between T wave of previous beat and onset of QRS complex.

For a more thorough comparison, proposed algorithm as well as various well-known methods^[@CR15],[@CR18],[@CR24],[@CR26]^ were tested on the manually annotated part of the QTDB. The methods^[@CR15]^ and^[@CR24]^ are based on dyadic WT (wavelet quadratic spline) and PT, respectively. In both methods, the P wave is searched for in demarcated area according to the QRS complex position. The method^[@CR18]^ uses nonlinear dynamic model and an extended Kalman filter for estimating the parameters of the model. Authors of^[@CR26]^ solve the problem of P wave detection by using two mixture Gaussian function and the dynamic programming.

In addition, the algorithm was compared to algorithms of other authors, which were tested during pathological conditions, i.e., ecgpuwave^[@CR4]^ and PP rhythm tracking^[@CR3]^. The ecgpuwave method^[@CR4]^ is based on digital analyses of the slope, amplitude, and width of the signal in a moving integrating window and searching for P waves before QRS complexes. The method^[@CR3]^ is based on the knowledge of cardiac physiology and pathophysiology. The method relies on a QRS detection coupled with a P wave's rhythm estimation to support P wave detection in the case of AV dissociations. It consist of 5 stages: filtering, QRS detection, P wave occurrence estimation, area selection, and finally P wave detection.

Testing of the algorithm^[@CR4]^ was conducted by the authors of^[@CR3]^. However, these algorithms were tested only on the parts of the signals that were used by us. The authors of^[@CR3]^ did not clearly specify which parts of the signals they used. The only available information in the manuscript is that it comprised roughly five hours of physiological rhythm and 51 minutes of records with pathological conditions.

Detection of P waves in physiological conditions {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------

The proposed algorithm was tested on records no. 100, 101, 103, 117, and 122, taken from the MITDB, in order to validate that the algorithm is also efficient in signals without any pathology (with physiological rhythm). The results are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The results of the newly proposed method are considerably better than the results mentioned in previous works^[@CR16],[@CR25]^, and comparable with algorithms^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. The worse results of algorithms^[@CR16],[@CR25]^ on MITDB are probably due to the fact that the algorithms are designed for short-term signals on which they have also been tested.Table 1The performance of P wave detection algorithms on physiological signals from MITDB (Se -- sensitivity; PP -- positive predictivity; Nr -- not reported; PT -- phasor transform; WT -- wavelet transform).Rec. No.ecgpuwave^[@CR4]^PP rhythm tracking^[@CR3]^PT^[@CR25]^WT^[@CR16]^Proposed methodSe \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]100NrNrNrNr100.099.3099.3499.9199.6999.25101NrNrNrNr99.8499.7998.0299.9598.9399.39103NrNrNrNr46.7641.8439.9540.5398.80100.0117NrNrNrNr100.099.9399.48100.096.4899.93122NrNrNrNr52.3534.2552.4134.7798.18100.00Mean99.6899.8499.5799.8379.7975.0277.8475.0398.4299.98

For a more thorough comparison of the proposed method with those of the other authors, the algorithm was tested on the manually annotated part of the QTDB. In this instance, there is absolute certainty that the other authors have used exactly the same data. The proposed method was compared with various well-known methods based on phasor transform^[@CR24]^, wavelet transform^[@CR15]^, and correlation analysis^[@CR17]^. The results are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The outcomes achieved by the newly proposed algorithm are better in terms of sensitivity and positive predictivity compared to results presented in previous works. The previous works were not developed with respect to the pathological signals and thus, these algorithms fail in testing on QTDB in which the pathological beats are present occasionally.Table 2The performance of the P wave detection algorithms on physiological signals from the manually annotated part of QTDB (Se -- sensitivity; PP -- positive predictivity; PT -- phasor transform; WT -- wavelet transform).MethodSe \[%\]PP \[%\]Proposed method99.8499.84PT^[@CR24]^99.2899.75WT^[@CR15]^98.8791.03Correlation of template^[@CR17]^99.6399.83Mixture Gaussian^[@CR26]^96.1397.70

Detection of P waves in pathological conditions {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------

The proposed algorithm was tested on records no. 106, 119, 207, 214, 222, 223, and 231, taken from the MITDB, which include several types of pathology. In Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the results of testing are presented for each record separately. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} also includes comparisons with previously published works^[@CR16],[@CR25]^, which were tested using the same signals. In the second column, the type of pathology that prevails in the particular signal is noted. The results of the proposed method are notably better than the results in previously published works^[@CR16],[@CR25]^. The results for each record individually are not available for algorithms^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. Comparisons with these algorithms are provided in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Table 3The performance of P wave detection algorithms on signals with pathology, selected from the MITDB (Se -- sensitivity; PP -- positive predictivity; PT -- phasor transform; WT -- wavelet transform).Rec. No.Type of pathologyPT^[@CR25]^WT^[@CR16]^Proposed methodSe \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]106PVC90.9891.8399.8774.2599.3794.75119PVC99.3899.6999.5178.0693.1597.8207NOD81.5456.5897.8166.6795.4768.85214PVC98.5599.599.5588.1496.994.45222NOD82.2844.1799.1250.2491.9654.32223PVC94.6293.7299.9580.7599.4892.27231AVB II78.3999.6878.0399.0598.598.45Mean89.3983.5996.2676.7496.4085.84Table 4The performance of the P wave detection algorithms on manually annotated signals from MITDB; evaluation in different arrhythmia content (Se -- sensitivity; PP -- positive predictivity; PVC -- premature ventricular contraction (includes all types of ventricular arrhythmias i.e., ventricular bigeminy (B), ventricular trigeminy (T), idioventricular rhythm (IVR)), NOD -- nodal rhythm, AVB II -- second-degree atrioventricular block; PT -- phasor transform; WT -- wavelet transform).Pathologyecgpuwave^[@CR4]^PP rhythm tracking^[@CR3]^PT^[@CR25]^WT^[@CR16]^Proposed methodSe \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]Se \[%\]PP \[%\]PVC76.1455.8770.3759.4199.7280.3095.8896.1897.2394.82NOD87.5021.6042.5018.0990.9179.3598.4758.4593.7261.59AVB II49.7699.7672.7999.5178.3999.6878.0399.0598.5098.45

In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the results of P wave detection in signals with different arrhythmia content are shown. The results of the proposed method were compared with previously published works^[@CR16],[@CR25]^ as well as with works of other authors, i.e.,^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. Se and PP of the P wave detection in signals with PVC were computed as means of the results for records no. 106, 119, 214, and 223; in signals with NOD as means of the results for records no. 207 and 222; results for AVB II correspond with the results for record no. 231. These results are applicable to the proposed method and algorithms in^[@CR16],[@CR25]^. The authors of^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ also reported testing results for these types of arrhythmias. However, only parts of the signals were used (not the entire signal, as in this study), and the authors did not specify which parts. Thus, the comparison is only tentative. The results show that the algorithm is able to better detect P waves in all types of arrhythmia, mainly for PVC and AVB II, for which it was designed. The results for a nodal rhythm are slightly worse. Low PP for this pathology was obtained because during nodal rhythm, the P waves were not always present. At this time, the proposed algorithm cannot reveal this type of rhythm.

Based on the results, it is obvious that the initial classification of pathologies leads to significant improvement of P wave detection performance.

Limitation of the study {#Sec17}
-----------------------

The main limitation of this study is that the algorithm is focused only on a limited number of pathologies (PVC, AVB II). The algorithm is not able to properly detect P wave during e.g. atrial and ventricular fibrillation, flutter and junction rhythm. The main reason is an absence of a freely available standard ECG database with annotated P wave positions. For proper testing, it is necessary to annotate the signals in terms of P wave positions manually. This process is very time-consuming and needs ECG expert(s) involvement. Furthermore, the algorithm was not tested during presence of extensive noise and artifacts, therefore it cannot be guaranteed successful P wave detection in these situations.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

In this article, a highly efficient algorithm is proposed for P wave detection. The algorithm is based on phasor transform, and newly designed rules based on knowledge of heart manifestations and classification (detection of PVC). These decision rules and results of PVC detection enable finding the P wave in the correct location, or alternatively, to not search for it at all. For the purpose of testing pathological signals, there is no available standard ECG database with a sufficient number of correctly annotated P wave positions. Thus, ECG experts manually annotated 12 signals from the MITDB. These annotations are publicly available on Physionet^[@CR29],[@CR34]^. The same signals were used in study^[@CR3]^. The proposed algorithm can detect the P wave in both physiological ECG signals (tested on QTDB and signals no. 100, 101, 103, 117, and 122 from MITDB), as well as in signals with a pathology, namely, second-degree AV block and premature ventricular contraction (tested on signals no. 106, 119, 207, 214, 222, 223, and 231 from MITDB). For the physiological signals, the algorithm achieved a Se = 99.84% and a PP = 99.84% using the QTDB, and a Se = 98.42% and a PP = 99.98% using the MITDB. For pathological signals, the algorithm reached an overall Se = 96.40% and PP = 85.84% (each pathology separately: Se = 97.23% and PP = 94.82% for PVC; Se = 98.50% and PP = 98.45% for second-degree AV block; Se = 93.72% and PP = 61.59% for NOD). For the physiological signals, the achieved results are comparable with the results of other methods, and the results highly outperform the other methods for the pathological signals. This improvement represents a significant step towards fully automated analysis systems respected by ECG experts, which are highly needed, particularly in the area of long-term monitoring.
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